Government Affairs

Government Affairs maintains offices in Albany, NY, Washington, DC, and on campus in Ithaca, NY. Collectively these offices work at the federal, state, and local levels to monitor legislation and policy development that could have an impact on the university. They communicate with appropriate campus constituencies, coordinate the development of appropriate campus responses, provide legislative advocacy, and represent the university in various associations and coalitions that address issues related to higher education. The staff is active in addressing issues that affect the university’s funding of student financial aid, Bundy aid, and the annual state appropriations for Cornell’s contract colleges and schools. The staff also monitor opportunities that relate the university’s existing research to the budgets of such federal agencies as the National Science Foundation, the National Institute of Health, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the U.S. Department of Defense, NASA, and other agencies that support university-based research. Faculty and staff are encouraged to share information and coordinate legislative meetings with any member of the Government Affairs staff and to utilize the Albany and Washington office facilities when conducting business in those areas. For more information, visit the Government Affairs website at http://www.govrelations.cornell.edu/.